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Annex C: Cover/Transmittal Letter 

To: Citibank, N.A. 
c/o Acupay System LLC  
Attn: Deborah Harris 
Fax: +1 646-383-9489  
Mail: 30 Broad St - 46th Floor 
           New York, NY 10004 

 

Step 1:  Assemble Bundle: Use this checklist to make sure you have included everything: 

 Original IRS Form 6166 or Certificate of Residence (See Annex D) 

 Original, Signed Limited Power of Attorney (See Annex B) 

 Other Documentation—ONLY if necessary/requested 

Step 2:  Sign Cover Sheet: Please carefully read and sign the below statement to indicate that your claim is valid and 
that a duplicate claim will not be made for the same shares. 

I/we, as Beneficial Owner(s), hereby declare that we are residents of the country from which we are providing 
residence documentation and thereby entitled to receive the benefits afforded to such residents under the 
treaty between my/our country of residence and the Kingdom of Belgium. I/we declare that we have not and 
will not via any other method file a reclaim for a refund of excess tax withholding resulting from the (cross out 
any that do not apply) Delhaize Group 2015/2014/2013/2012/2011/2010 dividend, including directly to the 
Belgian tax authorities or via any other intermediaries. 

I/ we, as Beneficial Owner(s), hereby understand that if we are submitting a Standard Refund for the Delhaize 
Group 2010 dividend, that this will be processed on a best efforts basis due to the ongoing ambiguity with the 
Belgium Tax Authorities surrounding the statute period for this payment. 
 

Signed: __________________________________________________  Date: ___________________ 

1.  

Signed: __________________________________________________  Date: ___________________ 

Step 3:  Fax/Scan: Please fax ((646)-383-9489) or send email (dharris@acupay.com) this entire bundle including this 
Transmittal Letter to Citibank/Acupay. Please note that faxing or emailing the documentation is not sufficient 
and we must receive the original bundle. 

Step 4:  Secure Post: Once you have faxed or emailed ahead your bundle, please mail the entire original bundle to the 
below address. Express courier is recommended but not required. You may wish to make a photocopy of the 
documents for your records before sending. 

 

Mail Complete Bundle to: 

Citibank c/o Acupay 
Attn: Deborah Harris 

30 Broad St - 46th Floor 
New York, NY 10004 

 

check 
each box 

Authorized Signature   (if needed) 

Authorized Signature 




